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Descent guidance of aircraft into high density termii
presents the Air Traffic Control (ATC)-system with two major %.oncerns
— safety and efficiency. Safety is quite naturally the first and
foremost concern, while overall system efficiency becomes more and
more important as fuel costs and demand for services increase.
Moreover,	 efficieT,-y and safety are interrelated, especially during
peak periods.	 Poor system performance will likely 	 result	 in
additional	 congestion	 which will,	 in turn,	 produce additional
safety —related problems. Recent advancements in navigation and
guidance indicate that an aircraft, if properly equipped, can reduce
its terminal area fuel consumption and improve its delivery accuracy
to the runway. All aircraft, however, are users of the ATC system and
must receive ATC clearances in order -to execute advanced approaches.
The accomodation of these approaches by the ATC system requires a high
degree of coordination between final, approach	 and	 en	 route
controllers. The controllers may be aided in this task by digital
computers. Of particular interest are the potential improvements in
system efficiency that may be derived from assisting the controllers
with their minute—to—minute decision—making task of sequencing and
scheduling arrivals at the runway. The sequencing and scheduling task
is of interest because ,, unway utilization is affected by the specific
order in which .
 arrivals are served.
	 This is a consequence of the
FAA's weight dependent safety separations and
	 also	 from	 the
differences in aircraft approach an y
 landing velocities.
One decision methodology, termed Constrained Position Shifting
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(CPS) has been proposed [1] to sequence and schedule arrivals in a
more efficient manner than first—come 	 first—serv&.	 The	 CPS
methodology essentially determines local derandomi :ations of the
arrival scream whereby all aircraft are subject to a fundamental
service constraint.	 This constraint requires that every aircraft be
assigned to land within a pre—specified number of positions from its
first—come, first —serve position with respect to arrival at the runway
(FCFS—RW).	 As a consequence,	 this maximum position sl%ft (MPS)
constraint allows the controllers (computers) to resequence the
aircraft in a manner that improves overall efficiency while ensuring
that no aircraft is inordinately displaced.
In the Joint research Interchange Number NCA-09233-7, the CPS
al,orithm was adapted so as to be compatible wi';h the real—time
simulation facility of the NASA —Ames Research Center's Aircraft
Navigation and Guidance Branch.	 Ono major occomplishment of this
Interchange Number NCA2—OR233-801 was
	
the	 development	 o'	 an
event— to--ovsnt	 simulation	 which	 graphically	 displays the CPS
m,ethodology.The scenario adopte ,! by this demonstration simulation was
that of the Denv@r terminal area (actually a region within a radius of
approximately 123 n.m.	 from Denver's Stapleton Airport). 	 This region
and route structure is identical to that selected in the Joint
NASA/Ames —FAA Technical Center real — time simulation study of profile
descents undertaken in July and August, 1977 123.
A detailed description of the CPS demonstation program plus
sample output will be presented.
	 Following the description of the
simulation this report; will present a discussion on insights gained in
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regard to the implementation of the CPS methodology into the updated
ATC system. Finally, thoughts on the incorporation of the CPS
methodology into the next phase of real-time simulation will be
offered.
II. GRAPHICAL QISPLAY QE CONSTRAINED POSITIQN SHIFTING
i.	 INTRQDVCTION
This section describes the event - to-event simulation developed to
demonstrate the CPS methodology on a graphical display. The CPS
methodology will generally improve system efficiency whenever runway
utilization is dependent upon the specific sequence of arrivals at the
runway.
	
This sequence dependence is the rule rather than the
exception.	 A minimum interarrival time separation may be determined
for any two successively arrivino, aircraft. 	 This time separation is a
function of the type, weight, capability, and route of both the lead
and following aircraft. Tho CPS methodology will offer improvement
over simpler strategic; such as first -come, first -serve at the runway
(F%;FS-RW) unless this minimum time separation is identical for each
possible pair of arrivals.	 Previous fast-time simulations have
demonstrated the potential gains of the CPS	 methodology	 C13.
Considerable delay re : uction is indicated, 	 especially during peak
periods.	 The aircraft in these prior simulations were differentiated
by their landing velocities and weight category ( light, conventional
and heavy).	 The demonstration simulation described here expands the
.,	 ....,	 ._.	 , ......,.^..,..^.,,^....,.,....^^ ....,.. ...^..,.,..,,._: ,..z^..;.,:k„,;,rk,^vy,yG	
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 the terminal area waypoint and route structure
is identical to that adopted in the joint NASA—FAA real—time
simulation of profile descents into Denver's Stapleton Airport.
Flight tracks from the real — time simulation are employed as "nominal"
flight paths for the CPS demonstration.
The simulation program described here is written in FORTRAN on a
PDP 11/40 computer which drives an Evans and Sutherland "Picture
System".	 The graphics system is connetted to three CRTs.
	
Thy' next
section	 offers	 an overview of the simulation program. 	 Then,
instructions fc, running a CPS demonstration are presewzed,
	 followed
by	 output	 and observations from sample runs comparing system
performance of the FCFS —RW service discipline to the CPS strategy with
a maximum position shirt of 4. 	 Limitations and siassible extensions to
the simulation are then discussed. 	 Finally, s doscripcion and listing
of the program is provided.
2. US,,GRAM OVE Y I EW
The CPS demonstration simulation may be summarized as follows:
Thirty aircraft arrive in a random fashion (to be described
later) into the Denver control area en route to Stapleton Airport.
The aircraft flight paths are reproduced From one run of the NASA—FAA
profile descent real —time simulation of July 1977. The aircraft
identification, positiun, altitude, and velocity are indicated on the
graphical display.	 The data are updated every four seconds (or any
`"
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multiple of four seconds if so selected at run time). Table N1
presents data on the aircraft in the simulation (type, weight,
theoretical mix percentage . route number, entrance direction, entrance
altitud? and velocity,	 landing velocity, 	 nominal flight time, and
whether the aircraft flies a profile descent).
UU s(. IU" &izc r a f t WA
ENT ENT LAND NOMINAL
A/C A/C AFFIROX ROUTE ENTER ALT VEL VEL FLIGHT PROF
TYPE WEIGHT MIX NO. FROM (FT) (KTS) (KTS) TIME DESC?
DC10 HEAVY 25% 2 SW 37,000 490 152 27m	 Os YES
B737 CONY 20% 4 SE 29,000 460 146 27m 12s YES
E727 CONY 20% 7 NE 35,000 475 146 23m 44s YES
DC9 CONY 15% 10 NW 31,000 470 146 24m 569 YES
CV58 CONV 10% 12 W 21,000 29^ 1^	 t 34m 56s NO
DHC6 LIGHT 10% 14 N 91000 155 100 40m 52s NO
	Note that there are six types of aircraft,
	 with each type
entering the region from a different direction. The selection of only
one type of aircraft for each route was made partly for simplicity,
partly due to computer memory limitations, and partly due to the fact
that many of the aircraft on the computer tape were instructed to
break their profile descents and follow vectoring commands instead.
The computations required to schedule different aircraft on the same
route are nearly identical to those required for aircraft on different




The simulation contains an automated scheduler which determines
the tentative runway assignment times by employing the CPO algorithm
with c MPS value that is input at run time. The scheduler takes into
account the aircraft routes, nominal arrival times at the runway, and
weight. Assignment times are calculated such that the FAA minimum
horizontal separation standards for co—altitudinal aircraft is never
violated. Table #2 presents the minimum separation standards employed
in the simulation.
Table Ita — Minimum Seaarotion Standards jp_ m.i
FOLLOWING AIRCRAFT
LIGHT CONY HEAVY
LEAD	 LIGHT	 3	 3	 3
AIRCRAFT
CONY	 3	 3	 3
HEAVY	 6	 5	 4
Whenever a new arrival enters the Denver control arre& the
automated scheduler must revise its tentative assignment times. At
some point in time as an aircraft travels towards the runway the
scheduler will change its tentative runway assignment time to a final
(fixed) assignment time. The finalization of an aircraft's runway
assignment time takes place when one of the follo-wing two events
occur:
a) The entrance of any new arrival will not change the aircraft's




time from the runway. (A fifteen minute lead time is selected here as
a reasonable value, although a simple software revision will change
this lead time to whatever value desired.)
Delay is unavoidable whenever the aircraft compete For runway
assignments.	 Holding stacks, path stretching and speed reduction are
typical procedures for delay absorption.
	 The simulation identifies
delay absorption by holding the delayed aircraft in place and blinking
its symbol on the display.
	 This simplification is necessary because
all aircraft must follow their predetermined data tracks.
	 All delay,
however, will be absorbed prior to the final fifteen minutes of
flight. Consequently, the aircraft are under strategic control in the
region nearest the airport. This illustrates one advantage of the CPS
methodology, namely that the delay will be absorbed in the outer
regions of the control area where there is less traffic and the
aircraft are relatively fuel efficient.
Finally, when all aircraft have arrived at the runway,
	 the
simulation will output relevant statistics for the run.
	 The next
section presents instructions for running the CPS demonstration.
3. Instructions For Running $ QEJ Qemonst;,rat2
This section presents instructions and information necessary to
run a demonstration of the CPS methodology. The following section





1.	 Inert disk titled "ROGER DEAR - CPS DEMO" into the PDP-11/40
2,	 Boat the system
3. Type .R CPSDMO and then RETURN
4. To re-run it is usually necessary to re-hoot the system. 	 If
a system orucr occurs, try "pain.	 It should run the second time.
B. - Simulation IngjAl Parimeters
Six input parameters are requested at run-time. 	 They are:
I.	 - This is any positive integer.	 The seed number sets
the random number generator.	 Runs may be reproduced with minor
variations.	 (see NOTE at the end of this section)
2.	 AI8CRAFT PDQ11'IUN UPDATE - This must be a multiple of 4. The
six aircraft data tracks have positional information every 4 seconds.
A larger update value will speed up the T-un.	 A typical update value
might be 28 seconds.
3.	 FINAL STATI5TICS - If a '1' is typed here,	 only final
statistics will be output.
	
If any other number is typed, then arrival
information, tentative scheduling assignments and final assignments
will also be output. 	 A 'i' is recommended.
4.t^ ^I TIAL DELAY - This must be not-negative.	 The first
aircraft to reach the runway (not necessarily the first aircraft
entering tho terminal area) will be delayed by the amount input (in
seconds).	 In this manner, an initial busy period may be established.
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S. RIVAL SAM - This must be non-negative. 	 Arrivals on the
same route are separated by a mini.,.:.,-, of 92 seconds and the greatest
intere,rrival time (into the terminal Pros) equals three minutes. 	 Thus
this input parameter does not correspond to an exact terminal area
arrival rate, but to ar, approximate value.
	 A large aircraft position
update value will also reduce the 9 0 fective arrival rate. 	 A value
between 35 and 45 is appropriate.
6. (f'a VALUE - This parameter determines the maximum allowable
numb q r of positions that any aircraft may be shifted from its FCFS-RW
position.	 If MPS - U, then the arrivals are FCFS-RW. 	 A value of MPS
- 4 is appropriate for the CPS run.
	 (An MPS value greater than 4 ill
Increase the computat'onal load considerably.)
VLQ_M - if the input values for the SEED, UPDATE, INITIAL DELAY and
ARRIVAL RATE are the same, then an identical straar, of aircraft will
be generated.	 For a typiLal demonstration	 it is suggested that the
same parameters are input, first with MPS - 0 and then with MPS - 4.
C.	 - Scoce ,Information
Three scopes are used for this simulation.
	 They are:
1. The Approach Scene - The approach scene for the Denver
terminal area is on the right hand scope in the controller roam.
2. The Final Scene - The final controller's scene is located on
the left hand scope in the controller's room.
r`	 Page 10
3. Backup Scope - The black and White scope by the terminal may
be used to A isplay either the approach or final scene. 	 IP the
function Switch 1 is set
	 then the backup scope will show the
approach scene.	 If Switch 1 is not set, then the final scene will be
displayed.
Other Switches
Two other switches may be used for the demonstration.
SWITCH :1 - If Switch 3 is set, then a region indicating an extension
of the runway is displayed on both approach and final scenes.
SWITCH 4 - If Switch 6 is set, then the run will be frozen after the
next update.	 To continue the run, merely turn Switch 6 off and hit
RETURN.	 If desired, the simulation can step through the run by
leaving Switch 6 set and hitting the RETURN for each update.
D. — Output Information
At the conclusion of the run, output information is sent to the line
printer.	 An explanation of the output is as follows:
1. •LAND# - The order of the arrivals at :he runway is listed.
2. ENT# - This number identifies the order in which the aircraft
eater the terminal area.
3. FCFS# - This number identifies the First-Come, First-Serve
number of the aircraft with respect to arrival at the runway.. If MPS
equals 0, then LAND# and FCFS# are identical.
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4. ID - The airline tap is randomly selected. 	 The number
following th q tag is the same as the aircraft's ENTN.	 The aircraft is
of standard size unless the ID is followed by a ►i "L"	 (signifying a
light aircraft) or an "H" (signifying a heavy ,het).
5. ROUTS - Six aircraft types and roues are represented here.
Ti* routes, aircraft types and the theoretical percentages for each
type are as follows:
ROUTE 2 - CC10 (Heavy) - From the southeast - 25%
ROUTE 4 - B7:37 - From tha northwest - 20%
ROUTE 7 - B727 - From the northeast - 20%
ROUTE 10 - DC9 - From the southeast - 15%
ROUTE 12 - CV58 - From the west - 10%
ROUTE 14 - UHC6 (Light) - From the north -10%.
6. ENTER - This number is the aircraft's terminal area entrance
time (in seconds).
7. NOMARR - This is the aircraft's nominal arrival time at the
runway (in seconds).
S.	 SCHEU - This is the aircraft's scheduled arrival time at the
runway (in ieconds).
9. DELAY -- This is the aircraft's delay (which equals the
difference between the aircraft's scheduled runway assignment time and
the aircraft's nominal runway arrival time).
10. TYTOGO - This is the flight time remaining for an aircraft
that has received its final assignment at the runway.
page 12
11. DF_LADS — This is the amount of delay that the
absorbed prior to receiving its final assignment.
12. DEL200 This is the amount of delay that the
still absorb after receiving its final assignment




NOTE — All aircraft will receive final assignments at least 15 minutes
prior to touchdow•; -it tht runway.
	 This lead time parameter is fixed,
but may be altered by a software change.
Qutaut.
The output also includes the total delay for all 30 aircraft, the
average delay for each aircraft, and the effective terminal area
arrival rate, which signifies how many aircraft enter the system per
hour.
If the response to the question regarding the output of final
statistics only is anything other than a "i", then the simulation will
output information on eact^ aircraft as it enters the terminal region
(identification,	 route,	 first—come,	 first —serve number at the time,
and the nominal arrival time at the runway).
	 In addition, the revised
tentative assignments are listed.
	 Information is also output whenever
a tentative assignment is finalized.
	 This information includes the
aircraft identification, route, FCFS —RW number,	 time when final
assignment was delivered, runway sequence position, scheduled arrival
time, total delay, delay already absorbed, and delay to be absorbed.
Appendix #1 includes a complete output for the demonstration described
in the next section.
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4. = — S6MPLE DEMONSTRATION
This section presents a sample , demonstration of	 the	 CPS
methodology as adaptod to the Evans and Sutherland graphics system.
The demonstration consists of two nearly identical simulation runs
which differ only in the value selected for the MPS parameter. 	 In the
first run MPS is set equal to 0, which corresponds to sequwncing the
arrivals in their FCFS—RW order. The second run will select a MPS
value of 4.	 Differences in the two runs will be observed in order to
gain insight into the characteristics of the CPS methodology.
	
In
addition to the standard output,
	 photographs of the displays at
selected times throughout the two runs will be included.
A. JAI
The responses to the input questions are the samR for the two
runs (with the exception of the MPS value).
	 Consequently, the arrival
process (entrance time, aircraft type, route, etc.) will be identical
for each run.	 These input values are as follows:
1.	 SEED — The seed number for this demonstration is 1777. 	 The
resultant traffic mix is:
AIRCRAFT NUMBER
ROUTE TYPE SIZE GENERATED PERCENT
2 DC 10 HEAVY 7 23.33
4 B-37 CONY 7 23.33
7 B727 CONY 8 26.67
10 DC9 CONY 3 10.00





2. uPnATE INTERVAL - The update interval equals 8 seconds.
3. ARRIVAL RATE (approximate) - The input value for the arrival rate
is 45 aircraft per hour.The arrival process is not quite Poisson sinco
aircraft that are on the same rcute must be separated initially by 92
seconds. Also, the maximum interarrival time is set to three minutes
As a consequence, the thirty aircraft in the demonstration all arrive
Within 35 minutes, which corresponds to an effective arrival rate of
52.84 aircraft per hour. The value selected is on the high side,
since heavier arrival rates illustra*e the differences between FCFS-RW
and the CPS methodology more dramatically.
4. INITIAL DELAY - An initial delay of five minutes is selected. 	 A
positive initial delay forces the first aircraft to be delayed which
establishes an initial busy period.	 Since the simulation run is
limited to thirty aircraft, 	 the use of an initial delay will more
accurately represent peak period conditions.
B. JAR
Tables M3 and N4 present the summary output for the FCFS-RW run
(MPS - 0) and the MPS - 4 run respectively. (Appendix M1 contains the
complete output for each run.)
A number of observations and comments are in order. First,
notice that in the MPS . 4 run the average delay for an aircraft was
reduced from 237.20 seconds to 194.53 seconds (an approximate savings
of 18X).	 The savings were realized by a more effective utilization of
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the runway. Note, for instance, that WA21L is the 29th and last
aircraft in the busy period for both runs. In the FCFS—RW run, WA21L
is scheduled to land at 4160 seconds, as compared to 4072 seconds in
the MPS - 4 run.	 Thus the same 29 aircraft are serviced faster in the
MPS - 4 case, which implies an increase in capacity. (If the busy
period were to continue, additional arrivals would benwfit from this
88 second improvement in runway utilization.) The potential increase
in capacity that results from employing the CPS methodology is closely
related to the range of minimum interarrival time separations between
successively arriving aircraft. For example, if all aircraft
interarrival time separations are identical, then there would be no
possible improvement over FCFS—RW.	 In general, the CPS methodology
will be more likely to shift an aircraft with a large range of
interarrival time separations.
	 For instance, as a consequence of the
weight —depencent separation distances established for following heavy
gets,
	 the CPS methodology will tend to "bunch" heavy gets together
wherever possible. 	 Whether or not a bias exists tousards forward or
rearward shifts can not be determined until the specific traf."ic mix
is known.	 The "bunching" together of heavy aircraft is evidenced in
the t;PS	 4 run.	 In this particular sample, the "bunching" is
accomplished via rearward shifts, although in other circumstances
forward shifts would be utilized. Notice that five of the seven heavy
bets are shifted rearward and that all other aircraft are either
sequenced in their FCFS—RW position (17 aircraft) or are shifted
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forward (8 aircraft).	 In peak periods,	 the improvements in runway
utilization will typically offset any delay caused by rearward shifts.
For instance, WA29H is sequenced 27th in both runs. 	 The PEPS - 4 run,
however, schedules WA29H 88 seconds sooner than the FCFS—RW run.
Light and slow aircr a ft will also experience a greater extreme of
position shifts, although the limited demonstration presented here has
too small a sample to produce any observable trends.
C. = Demonstration — Photographs
In order to illustrate the progress of the aircraft through the
terminal area,	 this section presents photographs taken at four
identical time instants selected from each demonstration run.
Actually, five photographs are presented from each run. At 28 min 16
sec (1696 sec) 5napshats of both approach and final displays were
taken.	 Only the final display is seen in photographs taken at 41 min
36 sec (2496 sec), 54 min 24 sec (3264 sec) and 59 min 4 sec (3544
sec).	 The approach scene includes a region of approximately 250
square n.m., while the final region contains approximately 90 square
n. m.
	
For reference,	 a 3 n. m.	 cross is shown in the left center of
the displays.	 Photographs numbered i through . 5 correspond to the
FCFS—RW run, and those numbered 6 through 10 correspond to the MPS - 4
run. The approach display is seen in photographs 1 and 6.
Twenty — three aircraft may be identified, although those aircraft in
the near vicinity of the runway are better observed in the final scene
photographs numbered 2 and 7 respectively.
	 Note that the aircraft
r
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shown in the final scenes are all properly separated by the automated
scheduler	 (recall that t1he final 15 minutes of flight is essentially
strategic). In comparing the two sequences of photographs, one might
observe that there is little to distinguish between the two runs.
This point is significant in the respect that the CPS methodology need
not place an extra burden on the final controllers (as compared to
sequencing in a first —come, first —serve manner). In other words,
provided that the aircraft absorb their delay fifteen minutec prior to
touchdown, the MPS - 4 sequence is no more complicated than FCFS—RI4.
As a matter of fact, the MPS - 4 sequence might even be easier to
implement, since the CPS methodology will tend to group similar
aircraft together, whereas the FCFS —RW sequence is subject to all the
vagaries of the random arrival process.
D.	 PC Demonstration — Limitations and Extensions
This section presents a discussion on limitations and possible
extensions	 to	 the	 CPS	 demonstration simulation as currently
configured.	 Section III will also discuss extensions, 	 but	 in
reference to the design of a real — time simulation study.	 Future
extensions to this simulation may nevertheless be useful as a
developmental aid for a real —time simulation study.	 Three major
limitations of the current simulation are discussed below. In
addition, an attempt is made to estimate the efrort required to expand
the simulation.
The first major limitation is related to the number and mix of
aircraft.	 The use of six aircraft types arriving from separate
r
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directions has succeeded in providing sufficient diversity to offer a
good overview of the CPS methodology. For more realism however,
extensions should be performed that Will allow more than 30 aircraft
in a run and will include a traffic mix more repreitentative of the
region to be simulated. The addition of more aircraft will require a
simple software change. Adding more aircraft types And/or routes is
conceptually easy, but it is doubtful that the PDP-11/40 could handle
many more data tracks without exceeding its memory limits. Also, an
expansion of the scheduling subroutine is required for each additional
aircraft type and/or route.
The second major limitation to the CPS demonstration is related
to the fact that the CPS algorithm is totally automated. In order to
implement the CPS methodology, it will be necessary to develop an
interactive	 decision—making	 process with the controller.	 This
includes procedures for the controller to input 	 requests
	
and
constraints that the computer will consider when determining its
tentative assignments.	 In addition, a controller —computer interface
will be necessary to finalize the runway assignments. 	 The programming
effort required for this extension is quite large. 	 The general
scheduling problem with controller interaction is non — trivial for all
but the simplest types of constraints. 	 Also, it will be necessary to
add another display that Will present the scheduling information to
the controller.	 Once again, it is doubtful that the PDP-11/40 could
handle the added software on a stand —alone basis.
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The third major limitation to the current demonstration is
related to the actual flight paths placed on the graphic displays.
Since the flight paths are pre-determined and fixed, the only way to
delay an aircraft has been to literally stop it in its track until its
delay period had elapsed.	 Other aircraft that were following the
delayed aircraft would have to be held as well in order to avoid
overtaking. The expansion of the simulation to include realistic and
variable flight paths would require access to a pseudo-pilot routine
such as that employed in the ,point NASA-Ames - FAA real-time
simulations,	 Towards this end,
	
the CPS demonstration has be,n
designed to interface directly with the Sigma computer that drives the
pseudo-pilots.	 Only minor modifications will be required tc display
the pseudo-aircraft, but a considerable effort will be reqiured to
adapt the scheduler..	 Another major task will be the development of
ATC procedures for delay absorption.
To summarize, most extensions to the current simulation require
either	 considerable additional programming or access to larger
computers or both.	 One area of interest which could 	 stopport
independent investigation is the development of the
controller-computer interface required for interactive sequencing and
scheduling.
F.	 Demonstration - Program Description
This section descr,bes the demonstration program. 	 Appendix #2




In addition to the main program, 17 subroutines are
subroutines fall into one of five categories: 	 1) 1
display processing;	 3) aircraft control;	 4)
scheduling computations; 	 and S) jutput control.
briefly describes the subroutines ► associated with




Table M3 lists and
the first three
two categories.
Table J2 — Subroutine Deocriot*
Categories IL,_ Zi n, d bU
1) Initializatior! Subroutines —
SPINIT — This subroutine sets up the direct access files for the
six types of aircraft.
SETUPR — This subroutine requests the input parameters for a
demonstration run.
2) Disolau Processina Subroutines —
DLDESX — This subroutines draws the routes and waypoints on the
Evans~ and Sutherland graphical displays.
ACDRAW — This subroutine Craws the proper aircraft symbols and
flight data tags on the displays.
FRMSGX — In the profile descent simulation, this subroutine drew
the flight data table on the display. In the demonstration program,
FRMSGX does not process any data.
3) Ai rcraft Control, Subroutines
SIGIOX — In the profile descent simulation, tnis subroutine
controlled the PDP link to the Sigma computer ( and the pseudopil.ots).
In the demonstration simulations SIGIOX calls: subroutine UPD8.
UPDB — This subroutine updates the aircraft positions
	 as
referenced by the direct access files.
	 Also, aircraft that have
landed are remove by UPDB.
GEnERB — This subroutine randomly selects the characteristics of
the next arrival.
INITDL — This subroutine determines . if a new arrival must incur
an initial delay.
7
... .....	 ........u:......«a.b..,..:.:_....'a..r.. a...n'..EYY.v M1if.],K. ..r.r.
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Table g4 — Subroutine Descrigti_gns
Cate g ories 4 &nk aU
4) Seauencina obi SchodulJ U SubroutiDjLi —
SORT — This subroutine sorts the latest arrival into its FCFS--RW
position.
OETSET — This subroutine determines the set of aircraft that are
to be scheduled during an iteration of the CPS algorithm.
OETPRM — This subroutine selects the neat permutation to be
tested from the set of aircraft determined by OETSET.
FEZTST -- This subroutine tests tie latest permutaion *o determine
whether or clot it violates any of tha sequencing; constraints.
SKEDUL — This subroutine schedules the runway assignment times
for each feasible permutation. The schedule upholds the FAA minimum
separation distances for co —altitudinal aircraft.
COMPAR — This subroutine tests and saves the best of the
feasible permutations.
MKEFNL — This subroutine dots.°mines when an aircraft it., to
receive its final assignment.
5) 0!4tQut Control Subroutine —
OUTR — This subroutine controls the data that are output during
and after the simulation run.
The program also includes a number of subroutine calls and
commands that control the Evans and Sutherland "Picture System".
Table #7 lists without explanation those system commands that are
utilized in the demonstration program to drive the graphical displays.












The subroutines in category 4> are nearly identical to those
written for the CPS algorithm under Interchange No. NCA—OR393-7.
T i, are is, however, a significant change in the scheduling subroutine,
SKEDUL.	 Consequently,
	
this subroutine will be described in greater
detail.	 Basically, the scheduling subroutine determines the runway
assignment times fir a particular feasible permutatt.onof arriving
aircraft via an interactive process.	 To elucidate,	 the	 ruc.uway
assignment time for a following aircraft depends on the type and route
of both the lead and following aircraft,	 and the runway assignment
time of the lead aircraft. 	 The routes of the lead and following
aircraft are important because the point of closest approach between
the aircraft must be determined. 	 In the CPS demonstration simulation,
the closest approach between two st.-:cessively arriving aircraft will
occur at one of six merge points (including the runway). 	 If the
following aircraft is overtaking the lead aircraft, 	 then the merge
point will be at the runway.
	
If the lead aircraft is faster, then an
the opening situation exists, and the closest approach will occur at
the first intersection of the aircraft routes.	 The closest approaches
are defined in the subroutine SKEDUL by the array MERGE.
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Once the point of closest approach has been established,
	
the
interarrival time separation is determined by calculating the
difference between the following aircraft's travel time to the runway
and the lead aircraft's travel time to the Tunway, assuming that the
aircraft start at their point of closest approach. (Of co_rse, the
following aircraft will be behind the lead aircraft by the appropriate
FAA separation minimum.) The remaining travel time for each aircraft
type at each merge point is contained ir: the array TYT000.	 A third
dimensiun is required to differentiate bstween the various FAA
separation minima that might be in effect.
	 A parameter SEP is
utilized to distinguish between these minima.
	 When SEP equals 1,
	 the
time to travel is calculated from the merge point.
	
A SEP v-4lup of 2
corresponds to following a conventional aircraft,
	 while	 SEP-3
corresponds to following a heavy het, and finally SEP-4 corresponds to
following a light aircraft. In order to add more aircraft types ur
different types of aircraft on the same route it is necessary to
determine the merge points for the added aircraft with every other
aircraft in the system.
	 Also,	 the remaining travel time from any
merge point must be calculated for each separation minimum. While
these calculations are straightforward, there is a definite increase
in the time required to p et up the terminal area scenario.
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III.	 •--plementatiun of Com puter-Assistwd Sequencing and Scheduling
1. Introduction
The air traffic control swstem which incorporates
computer-assisted sequencin g and scheduling will evolve from the
current swstem with one fundamental difference - the control of the
aircraft will be in a time-based frame of reference as o pposed to the
current distance-oriented reference. This section examines the swstem
requirements necessar y to support computer-assisted seauencing and
schec:,jli ri g . Also p resented is art overview of a time-based swstem from
the perspectives of both p ilots and controllers. For sim p licitwr the
overview will initiall y assume that the aircraft will be seatuenced and
scheduled in their first-comer first-servF order with res pect to
arrival at the runwa y (FCFS-kW). Ne-xtr the s ystem characteristics for
FCFS-kW will be com pared to those resulting from more efficient
sequencing strateg ies. Finall y r some imp lementation-related design
considerations will discussed.
In a time-based control system the aircraft will be instructed to
reach a particular point in the airspace at a g iven point in time. As
a conseauencer the effectiveness of a time-based control conce pt will
in lar ge measure be dependent upon the aircraft deliverw accuracw (in
sp ace	 and
	 time).	 Technological
	 advances	 in	 the fields of
communicationr data p rocessing and navi gation may be utilized to
p rovide the necessar y acc:urac, y .	 For instancer a di g ital data link




respon%w time to commands. This data link. can also @...chan ge a wealth
of other information. As a conse quence the %wstem'm surveillance and
tracking capabilities maw be 9reatlw enhanced. Processed data might
be unlinked to the aircraft to offer g round-based assistance to
aircraft lacking sophisticated navi gational instrumentation. A
cockp it disp law of traffic information is another swstem capabilitw.
Such a disp law mi ght be used to assist ire the safe ser-aration of
aircraft and in the maintenance of the orderl y flow of traffic.
Instrumentation such Ps area navi gation (RNAV) will also assist the
Pilot in deliver y accuracw.	 Those aircraft eauiPPed with four
dimensional area navi gation (4D-RNAV) will be able to traverse the
terminal area with little controller intervention. Aircraft without
4i1-RNAV may still be controlled ire timer p rovided that the ATC
swstem's data p rocessing and communication capabilities are emplowed
to supplement the aircraft's own navigational swstem. The
instrumentation reouired for these a pp lications are either available
todaw or maw be available in the near future. The next section
exp lores the general characteristics of a swstem
	 desi gned	 to
incorporate these technolo g ical advancements.
29 Time-Based Control - A Sy.,tem Overview
This section p resents are outline of the Pro posed time-based
control swstem from the Pers pectives of both the arriving aircraft and
the controllers. For this discussion it is assumed that the aircraft
are capable of sufficient deliver y accurac y to Permit time-based




In seneraI r aircraft that have !ircaater variability in
deliverw maw be dealt with bw increasin g the surrounding time buffer
that tho automated scheduler establishes for safetw. An added time
bufrwrr how9verr mi ght increase delaws to such an extent as to make
the time-based app roach undesirable. (Onlw a full-blown analwsis of a
s pecific swstem will p rovide the answer to this auestion.) This
discussion also assumes that the aircraft are 6o be sequenced in a
first-comer first-serve manner (FCFS). 	 To be p recise. the FCFS
disci p line reouires the specification of a reference point in the
airspace (e. g . the point of swstem entrancop the runwa y '.hresholdr the
outer marker. etc.). In generalt the arrival se quence (and swstem
efficiencw) is influenced bw the reference point selection. This is a
conseouence of the variations in aircraft ca pabilities and approach
routes. Since the runwaw is the swstem's bottlenecks, FCFS-RW will be
the FCFS disci p line with the g reatest runwaw capacitw. The swstem
overview is independent of the FCFS reference Pointr althou gh the
aircraft delaw will be sensitive to this selection. The followin g is
a general overviews since anw attempt to identifw swstem
specifications at this sta ge of development is p remature. To begins
the sequence of events from the Pers pective of an arrivin g aircraft is
as follows:
19 App roximatel y
 25-40 minutes r-> rior to the arrival at the runwa:rr the
around-based computer requests art y
 ur3dates to the current data on
aircraft tuper ca p abilities and a pp roach roijte.
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2. If there is sufficient car.+estion such that dela y is unavoidabler
then the aircraft will receive instructions to absorb the dela y while
at the hi gher altitudes (where the aircraft is relativelw fuel
efficient).
3. Following the initial delay absorption (if onv)r the aircraft
receives its descent clearance on a specified route. A tentative
arrival time is Provided and if so eaui ppedr the aircraft's on-board
navi gational system will determine the aircraft's most efficient
traJectorv. A cock p it disp lay of traffic mi ght be emp loyed to help
one aircraft follow another.
49 APProximate3w 15 to 20 minutes p rior to touchdown the aircraft
receives its final runwaw assi gnment time. Th y assi gnment will become
finalized if either a) no other aircraft can enter the s ystem with a
earlier FCF8 number;	 or b) a p redetermined lead time has been
reached. If the aircraft's final assi gnment time differs from its
current tentative assi gnments the aircraft will either utilize its
on-board navi gational capabilities or controller commands or both to
revise its current traJectorus
5. The final 13-20 minutes of fli ght is essentiallw autoMatic. The
Pilot mi ght emplow a cockp it disp law of traffic to monitor the
surroundin g
 aircraft and inform the controller of anti difficulties.
Otherwiser the aircraft will follow its revised traJectorw until
touchdown (or until the final controller actives alters the aircraft's
final approach).
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Now consider an aircraft's Prog ress throu gh the terminal area
from the controller's Pers pective. Once a gain it is assumed that the
aircraft are carpahl- of acccuratelw followin g the controller's
commands. The sequence of events as seen b y the controller is as
follows:
1. AP p roximatelw 25-40 minutes Prior to arrival at the runwaw the
g round-based com puter reauests are u pdate to the aircraft's data file.
The file contains information regarding the aircraft's twper
capabilities and a pp roach route.
2. The g round comPliter next calculates the aircraft's nominal arrival
time at the runwat: and determines the amount of unavoidable delaw (if
anw). Unavoidable delaw maw be defined as that delaw which must be
incurred under normal circumstances. The controller will suPPlw the
Pilot with instructions as to how the delaw should be absorbed
3. The arriving
 aircraft's FCFS seauenc" is determined and its
tentative runwaw assi gnment time is calculated bw an automated
scheduler. The automated scheduler utilizes the aircraft sizer twPer
router zrid capabilitw data to com pute runwaw assi gnment times that
uphold the FAA's minimum se p aration reouirements and also Provide a
sufficient buffer to account for deliverw inaccuracies.
4. The tentative assi gnment times are finalized bw the controller
app roximatelu 15-20 minutes r~rior
	 to	 touchdown.	 Ether	 the
Predetermined lead time has been reached or the entrance of additional
aircraft will not alter the aircraft's current runwaw assi gnment time.
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S. After the final assi gnment has been p rovided y the final controller
mi ght revise the aircraft's traJectorwr but in general the final
controller will wrimarilw monitor the aircraft with final assignment
times to insure that thew remain on schedule.
These two perspectives have assumed that the aircraft are
swouenced bw a FCFS discip line (with respect to a g iven reference
Point) * For anw particular sequence the automated scheduler will
determine	 the aircraft runwaw assi gnment times such that safe
separation is alwaws maintained. A revision to the current FCFS
sequence mi ght be reouired when a relativelw fast aircraft enters the
swstem. (That is unless the FCFS reference point is the swstem
entrance.) When such a situation arises the automated scheduler must
also revise its assi gnment times. Aircraft with FCFS arrival times
less tnan that of the fast new arrival will retain their current
assi gnment while aircraft with g reater FCFS arrival times will be
shifted rearward bw one position. As a consecauencer the airs pace maw
be viewed as consisting of an inner strate g ic control region and an
outer dynamic control reg ion. Aircraft in the inner re gion will have
fixed assi gnment times while aircraft in the outer re gion have
tentative assi gnment times. The boundarw between the two re g ions will
be determined bw the time re quired for the fastest aircraft to fla the
shortest arrival route. If the boundarw is too close to the runwawr
the controllers ma y
 wish to define their own boundarw bw reauirin g
 the
aircraft to recieve their final assi gnments a g iven lead time Prior to
F=
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touchdown. The effect of such a lead time would be to stabilize the
inner region at the possible ex pense of sequencing arrivals in
something other than a strict FCFS order.	 (This situation arises
whenever a new arrival has is FCFS number lower than that of an
aircraft that has alreadw received its final assi gnment.) Since the
FCFS	 disci pline with a nori-zero lead time results in general
reseauencing and rescheduling r and since the resultin g seouence might
not be strictlw FCFSv the auestion arises as to whether other
sequencing disci.rlines mi ght be utilized with similar characteristics
but g reater efficiencw. These other strate g ies mi ght consider the
aircraft oporatins characteristics that the FCFS disci pline does not
(,such as wei ght class differentiation). The next section explores the
swstem characteristics of more flexible seouencing and scheduling
disciwlinee,i such as Constrained Position Shiftin g (CPS). Of Particular
interest are the differences and similarities between the	 CPS
disci p lines and FCFS as perceived by the controllers and pilots.
3. -Qperational Comparison of FCFS and CPS Strategies
The first-comer first-serve strate gy is perceived as a "fair" and
efficient service disci p line. Such a strategy
 maw be observed in
numerous service s ystems (e. g . bank.sr
 Post officest theatre box
officest o tc.). In terms of efficiwncwr when individual service times
are independent and stationary + then the total FCFS service time for a
g iven set of customers will be no g reater than anw other seouencing
strategy .	 In the ATC swstemr howeverr service times will be
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independent onl y it	 all	 aircraft	 have	 the	 same	 operating
characteristics.	 Due to the differences in aircraft velocities and
the FAA's wei ght dependent separation minimar the total service timo
for a particular set of arrivals will Menerallw de pend upon the'
specific runway seuuence selected. As a result ► seauencins strategies
such as Constrained Position Shiftin g (CPf,) will ► when compared to
FCFS reduce avera ge delaw and increase runwa y capacity . In other
words ► FCFS maw be 'fair' ► but not necessarilw efficient. This
section compares the op-orational characteristics of FCFS-RW to the CPS
methodalogw. 	Of interest are the ada ptations required to implement
the CPS methodologw as opposed to FCFS-RW (as described in the
revious section). Recall that the CPS strate gw establishes a maximum
Position shift (MPS) parameter which limits the number of positions
that anw aircraft mi ght be shifted (forward or rearward) from its
FCFS-RW position. 'The MPS constraint will cause a local
'derandomiaation' of the arrival stream that will tw p icallw reducs
total delaw and increase aircraft throu ghput. In actualitw ► the FCFS
disci p line is a CPS stratemw with MPS-O. Thus this discussion will
focus on the swstem response as MPS increases from 0. A representative
value for the MPS Parameter in an actual swstem mi ght be 4 or 5. MPS
values much g reater than 5 tend to be ineouitable ►
 i.e. ► the average
delay
 for certain classes of aircraft will increase rather than
decrease.
Operational Iwo. when aii aircraft enters the s ystem the p ilot is
1 a
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cuncwrriwil with the aircraft's runwd y assi gnment time and how much
delay mi ght be incurreds fhe p ilot is riot necessaril y interested in
the aircraft's FCFS-RW number. This is es peciall y true when employing
CPSr since it is aijite Possible for an aircraft to be shifted rearward
and yet have are earlier ru-,waw assi gnment time. For tens most party
the Pilots will not r~erceive arew maJor differences in operations when
0,
MPS increases from  to 4 or 5. There will be the Potential for some
aircraft to have g reater dela y with a larger MPS value becuuso of the
Possibilit y of rearward shift;. The increase ire maximum dela y can be
upper bounded bw MPS*Tr where T re p resents the maximum interarrival
time separation between successivel y arriving aircraft. For examr-ler
if T equals 3 minutes and MPS-4r then 12 minutes is a conservative
upper bound on the additional dela y that any aircraft mi ght receive.
Lurin g periods of heavy traffic it is Quite likel y that the increases
in aircraft throu ghput with CPS will more than offset an y increases ire
delay
 caused bw rearward shifts. Another efftvct of increasin g the MPS
val.je will be a chan ge ire the boundar y between the inner and outer
control reg ions. As MPS increases the p otential for reseauencing also
increases and conseauentlw the runwa y
 assi gnments will be finalized
later - t.herebw moving
 the inner re g ion boundar y
 closer to the•runway.
An app rop riatelw selected lead time mi ght minimize this effect. In
re gard to traffic flown the CPS methudulo g v mi ght actuall y
 make the
Pilots' mer g ing
 tasks eastiiar. This is due to the tendenc y for the CPS
methodolo gy
 'o g ro ojP like aircraft. Th.-Ls clusterin g effect may
 aid
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traffic flow since it is generallu easier to follow are Aircraft with a
similar velocitw Profiler esrecialiv where assisted bw a cockpit
display.
The differences ire the FCFS•-RW and CPS disci p lines are more
Pronounced for the controllers than the Pilots. Actuallwo the
differences are si gnificant ire the outer control re g ion but not the
inner control re g ion. In the inner control reaior, all aircro pt have
received their final runwab assi gnment times ► and since these aircraft
will not be resectuencedr the service disci p line will no longer be a
factors, In the outer control re g ion the aircraft receive tentative
assi gnments. When a new aircraft enters the swstem the tentative
assi gnments mar have to be revised. Utilizin g the FCFS -RW strateow
the reseauencin9 and reschedulin g is strai ghtforward. All aircraft
with nominal arrival times g reater than that of a new arrival will be
shifted rearward one position. The reseauencin g task becomes more
comp lex when a nun-zero MPS is em p lowed. The MPS value p laces a
constraint on the e:•ctent of shiftin g from FCFS -RWr
 and in general ►
more than one feasible sequence will exist. As a conserauencer the
controllers must specifw the criteria to be used to determine which of
the feasible seuuences are most favorable. This s pecification matt be
accomp lished either imp licitl y
 (bw supp laing
 objectives and wei ghts to
the automated CPS al gorithROr or ex p licitl y
 (ba desi gning an
interactive al gorithm which solicits added constraints or objectives
from the controllers). The cc„trollersi will be able to adjust their
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tentative assi gnments for wroctical reason-A whwis a s)on-zero MPS value
is emp loyedr while usin g the FCFS-hW stratesv the controller* will be
a p assive element in re gard to the reauencin g decisions. Of course
the al gorithms developed to interact with the controllers must be
earefullw desi gned and tested to .scertain their potential for both
efficiencw and succes r,ful imp lementation.	 The final section will
offer insi ghts into the desi gn of this interactive swstem.
4. Imp lementation-kclated Desi gn Considerations
A ouccesful time--based control swstem must comaine the best
elements of both com puters and controllers. The data processing
capabilitw should be utilized to rapidlw determine the best secuence
and schedule subJect to particular controller-impose-3 constraints.
The contrcller should be utilized to su pp l y those constraints thatt
based upon experiencer will result in an orderlw flow of traffic. In
addition to determinin g effective decision-makin g obJectivesr the
desi gner of the time-based ATC swstem must be concerned with a number
of imp lementation p roblems. Of course extensive swstem development
and testin g
 is necessarw p rior to anw actual im p lementation. Some of
these issues pertain to the desi gn of a general ATC swstemr while
other questions must be related to the particular terminal area swstem
to be desi gned. This section concludes bw listing some of these
imp lementation concerns#
1. What p rocedures are the aircraft to follow to absorb dela y? How
will these Procedures  der-end ur-on the amount of dela y . the aircraft's
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capabilitiesr the aircraft's .location• and the surroundin g traffic.
2. How accuratelw are the nominal fli ght r-aths followed? What should
be done with an aircraft that falls behind schedule?	 Are tf:ere anw
speed-up Procedures?	 How far behind schedule must an aircraft be
before the tentative swouence is revised?
3. Now should the swstem teat-idle missed app roaches? What Protocol
should be adop ted to re geauwnc_ missed app roaches? What will happen
to the assi gnments and fli ght Paths of the other aircraft?
4. How does the s ystem res pond where
	
aircraft has an emermencw
situation?	 Can p riority
 so-vice be p rovided where 	 What
will happen to the other aircraft in this situationT
S. What happens in the event of a computer outa ge or a .,jnwaw closure?
What p rotocol will be established for the aircraft to follow? How
should the swstem restart itself once the Prob:em has been resolved?
6. What minimum instrumentation should be reouired before an aircraft
is permitted to enter a hi gh densit y
 terminal areal How will the
swstem mix the lesser eoui pped aircraft with those that are more
advanced and sophisticated? Are anw s pecial Procedures reouired?
I * Door# R. 0.. The Dynamic Scheduling of Aircraft in the Near
T.C.Lnn i Arm, M.I.T. fli ght Transportation Laboratory Report M -91,
soptewberr 1976.
Z. Tobias• L.. Palsorr E. A.r and O'Drienr I. Jot 091wlation •tudy of
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